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K&F Concept ND2-32 and ND32-512 filter set for DJI Mini 4 Pro
Get more opportunities to record breathtaking shots. K&F Concept's ND2-32 and ND32-512 filters will  help you do just that! With their
help you can easily take a lot of great photos and videos even in difficult lighting conditions. At the same time, the accessories stand out
for their lightweight, durable design and are very easy to install - now you'll be ready to record in no time!
 
Even better recording results
With K&F Concept you can easily prepare for different lighting conditions. The included ND2-32 and ND32-512 filters will give you more
control over the exposure, so you can easily create plenty of breathtaking shots. You'll successfully use them both on cloudy days and in
very bright sunlight - say goodbye to limitations!
 
Improved design
The filters are made of high-quality AGC optical glass, so they help control light, capture vivid colors and manage contrast without losing
image sharpness. They are also highly durable and damage-resistant - a multi-layer nano-coating protects them from scratches, water
and dirt. Keeping them in perfect condition will not be a problem for you! Also noteworthy is the lightweight design of the filters - they
will not affect the stability of flight or interfere with the work of the drone's gimbal.
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Included
ND2-32 filterND32-512 filterStorage box
 
ManufacturerK&F ConceptModelSKU.2084MaterialAGC optical glassCompatibilityDJI Mini 4 Pro

Price:

€ 37.99

Drony, Akcesoria do dronów, Filtry do dronów
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